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1. Introduction 

The generation differences of the vowels of the present-day Korean Seoul 
dialect have already been pointed out by many scholars. 1) However, the actual 
generation differences and process of its diachronic changes are still not fully 
understood. In this paper I will attempt to make clear the process of diachronic 
vowel-change in present-day Korean through the results of a survey of infor
mants of different generations native to Seoul. 

When explaining the vowels of present-day Korean, taken as the Seoul 
dialect, the following vowel system diagram is usually given. 2) 

Front Back 
unrounded rounded unrounded rounded 

Close i (ti) i u 
Mid e (o) ;:) 0 

Open E a 

However, there are several problems with the above diagram, some of 
which are stated below: 

( 1) the treatment of the bracketed vowels ii and 5 
(2) the presence of the open-mid opposition of front unrounded vowels 
(3) the difference in phonetic value depending on the difference for the 

length of the mid back unrounded vowel d and its phonemic interpreta
tion 

( 4) the presence of the length-opposition 

1.1. Phonetic characteristics of the each vowels 

As for the vowels /ii/ and /5/ mentioned in ( 1 ), there are differences of 
opinion as to whether they should be considered as distinct single vowel 
phonemes or as diphthongs comprising of the mid approximant /w/ and the 
vowels /i/ and / e/ respectively. According to data from the older generation 
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speakers of the Seoul dialect, the vowel represented as ii is not just a single 
vowel but a diphthong [qi), comprising close front rounded vowel and ending 
with i. The vowel represented as o is pronounced as [we] when following /h/ or 
when not attached to a consonant. In all other environments it is pronounced 
as [0]. For the present I will interpret both as /wi/ and /we/ respectively and 
consider them as removed from single vowels. 

As for (2), (3) and (4), a more detailed explanation will be given below but 
before this I would like to give a brief explanation of the phonetic facts about 
each of the vowels in the above diagram: 

The sound which falls under /i/ is a close, front unrounded vowel and is 
roughly the same as cardinal vowel No.I: [i). 

The sound which falls under/ e/ is a close-mid, front unrounded vowel and 
is approximate to cardinal vowel No. 2: [e]. 

The sound which falls under /c/ is an open-mid, front unrounded vowel 
and is lower than cardinal vowel No. 3: [~] 

(2), stated above, relates to the problem of the presence of a distinction 
between this close-mid front vowel and open-mid front vowel and, except for 
the older generation of speakers, there are many people that do not make this 
distinction. 

The sound which falls under /a/ is situated between cardinal vowel No. 4 
[a] and cardinal vowel No. 5 [a]. 

The vowel written as d approximates to the open-mid, slightly advanced 
back unrounded vowel [4) when pronounced by the younger generation of 
speakers. 3) With the older generation of speakers there is a distinction between 
short and long pronunciation. In the case of short pronunciation it becomes an 
open-mid, slightly advanced back and slightly rounded vowel [2], and in the 
case of long pronunciation it becomes a close-mid central vowel with neutral 
lips [¥:).4) This vowel will now be referred to with the broad notation [;}r), fol
lowing the custom of previous researchers. According to the author's observa
tions, there is some lip-rounding although slight in the case of the short pronun
ciation of [::>].5) On the other hand, for speakers of the younger generation who 
have lost the length distinction, the pronunciation is as above, i.e. an unround
ed [4). One can consider the presence or not of lip-rounding as being based on 
generational difference. 

The sound which falls under/ o/ is a close-mid, back rounded vowel and is 
slightly more front than cardinal vowel No. 7, i.e., [9). 

The sound which falls under /u/ is a close, back rounded vowel and is 
roughly approximate to cardinal vowel No. 8: [u]. 

The sound which falls under /i/ is a slightly back, close central vowel with
out lip-rounding [.i]. 

Now I would like to touch on the problems (3) and (4) pointed out at the 
beginning. 
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1.2. On the vowel J 

1.2.1. Previous studies on phonemic interpretation of J 

The sound which falls under ;) is pronounced as the open-~id back vowel 
[A] by speakers of the non-elderly generation. On the other hand, with the 
speakers of the elderly generation it is produced as the open-mid, back vowel 
[::,] in the case of short pronunciation and as the central vowel [;):] in the case of 
long pronunciation. 

According to Lee K.i-mun (1998: 461f.), Lee P'il-su drew attention to this 
difference in length and suggested that there should be a new graphic represen
tation in relation to the long [;):] in his book published in 1922 and 1923. 
Furthermore, Lee Sung-nyong also pointed out in his book published in 1949 
that in Seoul dialect, long pronunciation results in a central vowel close to the 
IPA [;):] and that it becomes a back vowel in the case of short pronunciation. 
Based on these phonetic facts he estimated the status of the Middle Korean 
vowel e as [d].6) 

Although these ideas are from considerably earlier times, the observations 
of these previous researchers were quite correct, and especially in relation to 
the suggestion of a different graphic representation for the long vowel [;):], one 
can comprehend the truly remarkable awareness on the phonological interpre
tation for the long ;). 

Following on from the researchers mentioned above, many scholars such 
as Kono (1955), Lee K.i-mun (1974, 1998), Lee Hyon-bok (1971a, 1998), Yu 
Man-gun (1977a, 1977b, 1994), KBS (1993), Lee Sung-jae (1993), Lee Ik-sop et 
al. (1997) also described the fact that the vowel becomes [A] in the case of short 
pronunciation and [;):] in the case of long pronunciation. For example, the 
ideas of Lee Ik-sop are cited as follows: "One should pay special attention to 
the vowel o. In the traditional Seoul dialect, the long vowel o as in som ~ 
"island", kojinmal ~-31 ~ "lie", hon-pop ~ ~ "constitution", chokta ~ 9- "a 
few", toropta c.7 ~ 9- "dirty", etc. becomes closer to the vowel ii and its pronun
ciation is similar to [ ;)! ] . This is also the same with long pronunciation in the 
case of yo in pyol t "star", yolswe ~~ "key", yonggam ~{}- "old man". 
However, even among people born in Seoul, it is only the older generation that 
are keeping this kind of pronunciation alive." (Lee Ik-sop et al. 1997: 86) 

Many scholars have not made clear statements in relation to the phonemic 
interpretation of these two vowels. KBS ( 1993) stated that describing these two 
vowels as [A] and[;):], they come under the same vowel phoneme and the latter 
is the case of a variant where pronunciation depends on length. Only Yu Man
gun ( 1995) describes these two vowels as coming under the two distinct 
phonemes /o/ and;--~; (represented in this paper as /J/ and/;)/ respectively). I 
observed and described the pronunciation of speakers of the Seoul dialect and 
stated strongly that these two vowels come under two different phonemes in 
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Umeda (1957). 7) 

There is a reason as to why these two vowels have come to be considered 

as the same one vowel phoneme. The mid-open back vowel [=>] and the mid

close central vowel [ d:] are written with the same Hankul alphabet. This is 

because at the time when Hankul was first created, in Middle Korean, the 

sound was the same and it was afterwards that the difference in accent caused a 

split into two different vowels. That is to say that these vowels are divided into 

the open-mid back[=>] in the case oflow level accent (ZfS-§) and high level accent 

(-$;-§), and the close-mid central [d:] in the case of rising accent (J::§). 

Furthermore, rising accent (J::§) used to have a tone rising from low level 

to high and the loss of this tone was compensated with long pronunciation. As 

a result of this, the low and high level pitch vowels of Middle Korean corre

spond to the present-day short vowels. And, in contrast, the rising pitch vowels 

now correspond to vowels of long duration. In the case of the open-mid back 

vowel and the close-mid central vowel, the former ends up appearing as a short 

vowel while the latter appears as a long vowel. Consequently, because these 

two vowels appear complementary to each other in terms of length and further

more they are written with the same character, these two vowels have ended up 

being viewed as the same phoneme by many scholars. 

}iowever, the fact is that in the form derived by analogy and in the 

emphatic form the long version of the open-mid back vowel [=>:] exists, and in 

the phonological environments where it is apt to become shorter, a shortened 

close-mid central vowel [ d] also exists. In addition, because this tendency, of 

one phoneme changing value depending on length, 8) can not occur with other 

vowels, the two must be interpreted as two different phonemes. Furthermore, 

this vowel differs in relation to generation and, as I will state later on, with 

younger generations the close-mid central vowel assimilates to other vowels 

causing it to eventually completely disappear. 

The disappearance of the lip-rounding of the open-mid back vowel [=>] 

among the younger generation, as stated above, is probably related to the dis

appearance of the close-mid central vowel and the lost of the open-close distinc

tion of the front vowels. This can also be said to be the result of the tendency 

for the system to try to become more balanced. 

1.2.2. short d in non-word initial and long :> in word-initial position 
( 4) is related to the problem of vowel duration. In the present-day Seoul 

dialect, in general the phonological contrast of vowel duration is only limited to 

the first syllable of polysyllabic words or closed monosyllabic words and is not 

found with or after the second syllable, in the pronunciation of the older gener

ation. In the pronunciation of the non-elderly generation, this phonological 

contrast of duration has even been lost in the first syllable and this has been 

pointed out already by many scholars. 9) It is a known fact that, for the most 
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part, the long vowels of the Seoul dialect correspond to the vowels of Middle 
Korean which had rising pitch, as stated above. 

Because a originates from the Middle Korean e with rising accent, pronun
ciation of long duration is normal but, there are several examples of pronuncia
tion with short duration. For example, [a] 1 in [k1ulbal] ~~ "honeybee", 
[madapt1a] 51-~c} "not delicious", and [nunmalda] ~~ tj- "become blind" are 
pronounced with short duration. It is also possible to interpret this as phonemi
cally long but, in fact, as it is saliently short it is adequate to regard this phono
logically as a contrast of quality, not as the opposition in duration, for [a] and [:J] 
in the second syllable. Consequently, as the short [a] appears in the first sylla
ble as [tfai] Al§j "we (humble form)" and Uals1we] ~~ "key"', there will be the 
phonological contrast of [a] and [:J] in both the initial and non-initial syllable, 
and if functional burdening is not taken into consideration it will appear similar 
to other vowels in terms of duration. 

Since [:J] derives from e with low and high level accent of Middle Korean, it 
is usual for pronunciation to be short but, the following examples show pro
nunciation of long duration: Li:J:l] ~ "ten", [k1:J:m:Jn] ~ ~ "black ( emphatic 
form)". Despite the fact that the former has high level pitch accent in Middle 
Korean, it is pronounced with duration. The reason why the form of numerical 
word "ten" is pronounced with duration is the result of the analogy based on 
the fact that all the other numerical words from "one" to "nine" are consisted of 
two morae. The latter has become fixed as an emphatic form and there are sev
eral examples where the normal form [:J] appears as the emphatic form [:J:]: 
[tf:Jgi] Al 71 "over there (normal form)", [tf:J:gi] "over there ( emphatic form)"; 
[tf:Jt31ok] Al~ "that side (normal form)", [tf:J:t37ok] "that side (emphatic form)"; 
[tf:Jb:Jn] Al~ "recently (normal form)", [tf:J:b:Jn] "recently ( emphatic form)". If 
we consider the length of these as also phonemically long, [:J:] and [a:] contrast 
phonemically in the first syllable and this demonstrates the same distribution as 
other vowels regarding duration. 

1.2.3. The analogical change 
There is a problem of alternating accent of verb stem vowels in Middle 

Korean in relation to the problem that the long vowels of the present-day Seoul 
dialect correspond to the vowels with the rising pitch of Middle Korean. In 
Middle Korean, when the vowel of the monosyllabic consonant-stem of declin
able word has a rising pitch accent and in the case of a suffix starting with a 
consonant, the vowels in the stem remain unchanged. In contrast, in the case 
of a suffix starting with a vowel, there are cases where either the accent of the 
stem does not change or it alternates to low accent. The former is regular verb 
and the latter is irregular verb in relation to the accent of stem-vowel. 

Research was carried out into how the Seoul dialect corresponds in the 
case of e (: 1 ) as the vowel in the stem of a declinable word. These results will 
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be mentioned in the following chapter but for the present I would like to give, 
as examples, the pronunciation of informant D, representing the older genera
tion, and that of informant L and Q, representing the non-elder generation. 

(a) Declinable words with no accent alternation 
Declinable word MK D L Q 
op-ta ~ tj- "nothing" ebs-go J:pk1o i:pk1o :)pk1o 

ebs-ymien J:ps1im j:)n i:ps11mj:)n :)ps1imj:)n 
ebs-e J:ps1:)S:) i:ps1:)S:) :)pS1:)S:) 

chok-ta ~ tj- "few" jieg-go tfJ:kk1o tfi:kk1o tf:)kk1o 
jieg-ymien tf J:gimj:)n tfi:gimj:)n tf :)gimj:)n 
jieg-o tf J:g:)S:) tfi:g:)S:) tf :)g:)S:) 

(b) Declinable words with accent alternation 
Declinable word MK D L Q 
kol-da ~ tj- "to hang" ger-go kJ:lgo b:lgo blgo 

ger-(y)mien * kJ:lmj:)n b:lmj:)n blmj:)n 
ge-re bDS:) bDS:) bDS:) 

nom-ta ~ tj- "to go over" nem-go nJ:mk1o n:):mk1o n:)mk1o 
nem-yr mmil mmil mmil 
nem-e n:)m:) n:)m:) n:)m:) 

*Suffix-initial vowel y drops after stem-final consonant r. 

For the declinable words in (a), all the stem vowels in D's speech are conju
gated as [J:], but appear as (i:] in L's examples and[:)] in qs examples. For the 
declinable words in (b), on the other hand, [:)] appears before suffixes starting 
with a vowel in all cases. As for D, the alternation of [J:] and [:)] is a close 
reflection of the pitch alternation of Middle Korean. In contrast, one can con
sider the appearance of[:):] even before suffixes starting with a consonant in L's 
speech as a form derived from an analogy of the vowel of stem before suffixes 
starting with a vowel. The opposition of length was lost in qs speech. 

2. Previous research on the diachronic change of vowels in the Seoul dialect 

As a detailed study of the generational differences of the Seoul dialect one 
can refer to Hattori et al. ( 1981 ). This research clarified, through a survey into 
the basic vocabulary of three speakers of the Seoul dialect from three different 
generations, the dates of birth of the three informants being 1924, 1928 and 
1944, the situation of diachronic change of the three generations in relation to 
the mid-close central vowel. As explained above, depending on the difference 
of accent the mid-close central vowel e ( C>-i) of Middle Korean was separated 
into J: and :). But, due to consequent changes, it seems that these two vowels 
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merged into the same vowel :> again. However, it does not seem possible for this 

to split into ;)! and :>, then merge again into one phoneme without any condi

tions involved. If fusion does take place then there should be some existing 

conditions involved and if we cannot identify these conditions then it means 

that we have not clearly explained the change. 
From this viewpoint, the result of attempting a clarification of the afore

mentioned process of change and related conditions is that after the Middle 

Korean e (of) divided into :> in the case of low level pitch and high level pitch, 

and ;): in the case of rising pitch, the phonological change of ;)! to i: also took 

place. On the other hand, examples such as a change of ;)! to :>: resulting from 

interference of the written language, and a change of ;)! to :>: due to an analogi

cal change of declinable words, have also been found. In other words, it is 

apparent that ( 1) ;)! phonemically changed to i:, not to :>: and, (2) the change of 

;)! to :>: is due to factors other than a phonological change. 

Furthermore, through his survey of an informant born in 1957, Hattori 

( 1985) clarified that i:, as mentioned previously, changed to :>: and further 

reduces in length changing to :>. The change i: to :>: is a result of interference of 

the written language and the reduction in length of :>: to :> has been clarified as 

a phonological change. 
Others works include Lee Hyon-bok (1987 and 1989) relating to the sur

vey of the state of standard Korean pronunciation and the work of Pak ( 1987) 

who carried out a survey of different generations into the degree of correspon

dence of the speaker's actual pronunciation and awareness of the distinction of 

vowel duration. And Hong ( 1991) carried out a listening test and examination 

of formant frequency values in relation to the open-close range opposition of 

front vowels in each age group. 

3. Diachronic changes of the vowels of the Seoul dialect 
3.1. Outline of survey 

Hattori et al. ( 1981) conducted valuable research into the diachronic 

changes of vowels in the Seoul dialect but there is a problem in that, of the 

three informants, the oldest was from a slightly different class and geographical 

area. Language is influenced by various social factors within one language soci

ety. · In order to distinguish clearly which changes are pure language change 

and which derive from interference from factors such as analogies and the writ

ten language in the study of the process of diachronic change of language, it is 

necessary to eliminate other factors such as regionality and stratification. So, I 

selected many informants homogeneous in both in terms of region and stratifi

cation but from different generations and carried out surveys of these infor

mants in Seoul during the summers of 1988 and 1989.10) Fortunately, I was able 

to get cooperation from Professor Pahk Hy-Tay , the Deputy President of the 
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Hankuk University of Foreign Studies at that time, and his relatives including 
those by marriage. Consequently I was able to survey a group of informants 
that were relatively homogeneous in terms of stratification and region. 

3.2. Generational differences and the vowel system 

I investigated eighteen informants who were native to Seoul and the sever
al types of vowel systems shown in Diagram 1 were found in the investigation. 

All the informants were born in the so-called old castle town of Mun-an ( F~ 
tkJ) or the area extremely close to there. The informants are represented, in 
order of age, by the letters A, B, C, D, .... R and female informants are indicated 
by an asterisk. The informants consist of the blood relatives of Mr. D (Mr. D 
was born in Samch'ong-dong (-= i'ifrilnl ), the mid-town area inside of the ancient 

Diagram 1 
[1] i i: 

e e: 
E E: 

[2] i i: 

e e: 
E E: 

[3] i: 

e e: 
E c: 

[4] ii: 

e e: 

[5] i i: 

e e: 
EE: 

[6] i i: 

e e: 
E c: 

[7] 
e 

a a: 
i (i:) 

(a) a: 

a a: 
i i: 

a a: 

a a: 
i (i:) 

(a) a: 

a a: 
i (i:) 

a a: 

A 

a 

u u: 

0 o: 
::> (::>:) 

u u: 

0 o: 
::> (::>:) 

u u: 

0 o: 
::> (::>:) 

uu: 

oo: 
::> (::>:) 

u u: 

oo: 
::> (::>:) 

u u: 
0 0: 

::>::>: 

A (1916.10) 

C 

B 

D (1928. 3) 

E 

F (1931.12)* 

G 

H 

I 

J 
K (1945. 2)* 

L 

M 

N 

0 

u P (1963. 1)* 

0 

R (1964.7)* 
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Seoul castle) and his relatives in law (Mrs. H, who is Mr. D's wife, was born in 
Ch'ungjong-ro {,~, iE ~),just outside of the West Gate of the ancient Seoul cas
tle) and informants related to the latter are shown by dates of birth which are 
shaded. 

Diagram 1 shows the vowels in the first syllables and those with contrast
ing length are arranged in order of vowels of short duration and those of long 
duration. Examples that were found to be few are indicated in brackets. 

[1] Informant A (date of birth: October 1916) 
Informant C ( date of birth: March 1925) 

There are nine vowel phonemes, /i, e, E, a, ::>, o, u, i, J/, and each vowel has 
the opposition of quantity except i in this system. The characteristic of this sys
tem is that there is no long vowel i:. Accepted examples of the long vowel i:, 
found indictionaries11 ) etc., are shown in Diagram 2. That is to say that, exclud
ing the Sino-Korean word ff! ('yng [i:IJ]), the vowel which falls under y [i:] is pro
nounced as [J:]. In contrast to the fact that [J] in speaker A's [tJlt31wi] is consid
ered to decrease in duration in the circumstance which vowel is apt to become 
short, [ J:] becomes [i] when it decreases in duration in C' s speech for some rea
son. 

There are only a few examples which contain the long vowel ::>: and these 
are shown below (in the second example it was pronounced of short duration 
by A). 

yol ~ "ten" 
kkomon ~ ~ "black" 

A 
Li::>:l] 
[k1::>m::>n] 

C 
Li::>:l] 
[k1::>:m::>n] 

Word examples including [J:] were many, but examples of the short [J] 
were few and these are shown below. 12) 

chohii.i A➔ .:§:1 "we, us" 
chongmal 1 ~ "true" 
nolttwigi \1 ~ 71 "spring board" 
tii.ljwi ~ <fl "wild rat/mouse" 

A 
[tfJi] 
[ tf J:l) mal] 
[mlt1wigi] 
[tJlt31wi] 

C 
[tfJi] 
[tfJIJmal] 
[nJlt1wigi] 
[tilt31wi] 

Both A and C do not produce the analogical change in declinable words 
which alternates [J:] to [::>] before the vowel suffix (for example yolda ~ tj
"open", LiJ:nda, jJ:lmj::>n, j::>r::>s::>] ). 

The front vowels ae [ E] and e [ e] demonstrate a clear contrast in word-initial 
syllables. The pronunciation of ae for A is a slightly close open-mid, front vowel 
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[1J In environments whereby an anterior consonant precedes and a stop fol
lows such as those in [s~k] (saek ~ "color"), [s~kk7al] (saek-kkal ~W "color"), 
[s~tj11-ek] (saech'aek AR~ "new book"), [tj11~k] (ch'aek ~ "book"), and in environ
ments such as [n~IJi] (naeng-i ~ 0 1 "a shepherd's purse"), there is a tendency for 
becoming closer, but even so this is clearly distinguished from [ e]. The pronun
ciation of ae for C is a fully open [ E] and it is common for it to be slightly close 
as in the above environments. One can consider these all as environments 
where it is apt to become close. 

In non-word-initial syllables (i.e. after and including the second syllable), 
there are no vowels of long duration. Examples of the short a are [ udarin] 
(udoriin ¾°i c "a superior") by speaker A, and [madapt7a] (madopta "51-~ 9-
"bad taste") by speakers A and C. 

In this position ae is, by rule, pronounced as [ e] losing the open-close range 
contrast, but there are also a few examples of [E] or[~] ~ [~]- I.e. examples from 
A include [suhE] (suhae 4-tR "a flood (disaster)") and [mE:m~] (maemae uflufl 
"dealing"). In the examples [ue] (u-ae ~ 0» "friendship"), [je:be] (yebae Oll 1:1TI 
"worship"), [s~tj11ek] (saech'aek AR~ "new book"), and [kit7e] (kii ttae .:Z.~"at 
that time"), the fully close [ e] is apparent. The reason for the open vowel in the 
two examples written above is that awareness of the written form results in pro
nunciation as the open [E], probably because even at the same morpheme 
boundary the second Sino-Korean morpheme is particularly significant seman
tically. 

In contrast to A, there are many examples of C employing the open [E] in 
the middle of words but this is limited to morpheme boundary including Sino
Korean morpheme and, furthermore, becomes a fully close [ e] when it is pro
nounced within a phrase. Examples of cases in which open vowels are present 
are [sEtj11Ek] (saech'aek AR~ "new book"), [kirE] (kiirae -=z. c.}l "that's right"), [kidE] 
(kidae 71 ell "expectation"), [mE:mE] (maemae ufl ufl "dealing"), [tE:gE] (daegae 
cl17R "mostly"), [JldE] (sidae "'l cl1 "era"), [suhE] (suhae 4"%ij "a flood (disaster)"), 
[pu:phE] (pup'ae -¥-nJl "rottenness"), [uE] (u-ae ~ 0» "friendship"), but the vowel 
is pronounced with close vowel [ e] when these words are pronounced in phras
es, for examples: [mami kidehanda] (manhi kidaehanda W- 0 1 71 Cll~tj- "to 
expect a great deal") and [Jlde3Jk tj11ago] (sidaejok ch'ago Al ell~ ~ .2.. "a mis
take of the times"). 

A possible vowel triangle for vowels in non-word-initial syllables is shown 
below. 

u 
e 0 
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[2] Informant B ( date of birth: March 1917) 
Informant D ( date of birth: March 1928) 

101 

In word-initial syllables, the nine vowels /i, e, E, a, :), o, u, i, a / are clearly 
distinguished and each have contrasting length. In contrast with [1 ], there is a 

major difference in that the long vowel i: exists. 
There is a clear phonemic opposition in open-close range of the front vow

els. In the case of B, there are examples such as [s~kk7al](saek-kkal ~~) but this 
is an environment where there is a tendency to become a close vowel. The situ
ation for the examples of the long vowel :): and the short vowel a and the situa

tion for the alternation of stem-vowel of declinable words are approximately 

the same as for [ 1 ]. 
The situation for open front vowels in non-word-initial syllables is as fol

lows; in the case of informant B paying particular attention to the ch'aek ~ 
"book" of saech'aek .A~~ "new book", pronunciation becomes more open, as in 

the word [sctj11~k] and approximates a sound between [e] and [c]. However, 
when not paying particular attention, the vowel becomes the close [ e] as in 

[sctj11ek]. Furthermore, pronunciation of the fully close [e] arises in the case of 
the presence of a particle as in [sctj11egil] (saech'aegul .AU~ ~) "new book 
(adding accusative particle)". In addition, ae in non-word-initial syllable 

becomes an intermediate vowel of [e] and [c] such that maemae uR uR "dealing" 

is pronounced [mc:m~] and pup'ae -¥-l!Jl "gone bad, gone off' is pronounced 
[pu:ph~]. However, within phrases all are pronounced as close vowels. Except 
for examples on a morpheme boundary, as above, word-internal ae is funda

mentally [e]. 
In the case of informant D, it was common for word-internal ae to be pro

nounced as an intermediate vowel of [e] and [c], but it was pronounced as fully 
close in examples such as [se:be] (sebae A-,j] l:Jij "a New Year's greeting showing 

respect for one's elders"), [ :)kk7e] ( okkae o-l 7JU "shoulder"), [are] ( arae O} c.ll 
"below") and [ja:t.f11e] (yach'ae 0 l=~R "vegetable"). 

On the other hand, in examples such as [:)d3e](oje o-l ~1 "yesterday"), 
[id3e](ije 0 1 ~1 "now") and [ki:ne](kune .:LLil "a swing"), e (~1) is pronounced as 

the fully close [ e]. However, in examples such as [Jlg~]( sige A] 7-ll "clock"), [kig~] 
(kige 717-ll "machine"), [sa:g~d3:)l] (sagejol A} 7-ll ~ "four seasons"), [se:g~] (sege 

A➔l 7-ll "the world") and [hjug~so] (hyugeso * 7-ll ~ "a resting place"), there are 
also cases of slightly open pronunciation. Therefore, it can be said that there is 
no fundamental contrast in the open-close range of front vowels in non-word
initial syllables. 
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Diagram 2 
Mod K (MK) "meaning" A C B D E 

tiil ( dyryh) "a field" ta:l // til ti:l // 

tiillil "farm work" ta:llil // 

tiiljwi "a wild rat" talt31wi tilt31wi 
iimsik ('ym) "eating and drinking" a:mjlk // i:mjlk // // 

kiine (gyr'wI) "a swing" ka:ne kine kine ki:ne // 

kiirim (gyrim) "a picture" ka:rim // ki:rim // // 

t'iirim (tyrim) "a belch" tha:rim tha:rim, thi:rim // // 

tha:rim 
hum (hym) "a fault" ha:m // // ha:m,hi:m hi:m 
hiimjip "a cut" ha:md3ip // // ha:md3ip, i: hi:md3ip 
kiirinda "to draw" ka:rinda // kirinda // // 

kkiinda "to pull" k1a:nda // // // k1i:da 
iing-won ('yng) "support" il)W:m // // // // 

iingdap "reply" iIJdap // // // // 

iing-yong "application" il)jOIJ // // // // 

Now I would like to turn to the next problem as to which of the systems, 
[ 1] or [2], is older although this is still not well understood. In Hattori et al, Mr. 
K ( date of birth: May 1924) views himself as having the two forms a: and i: as in 
[ka:ne~ ki:ne], [ka:rim~ki:rim] and [tha:rim~thi:rim] in relation to the pronuncia
tion of kiine .:::Z.Lil "a swing", kiirim .:::Z. ~ "a picture", and t'iirim E ~ "a belch". 
He also reports that these words are normally pronounced as the form a: and 
they are pronounded as the form i: in the case with particular attention to the 
spelling (Hattori et al. 1981: 24 ). In general, long vowels derive from the 
Middle Korean vowels with rising accent as said above. However, if one takes 
into account the fact that in Diagram 2, words with the vowel i: do not corre
spond to the vowels with rising pitch except Sino-Korean words. There are also 
other examples which the long vowel does not correspond to the vowels with 
rising pitch of Middle Korean: [pha:ri] Jil-e-1 (MK. pXr~pXd' "a fly"), [mo:gi] £71 
(MK. mogyT "a mosquito"). There is a possibility that the long vowel i: is a 
result of a development of the later times. 

[3] Informant E (date of birth: September 1929) 
Informant F ( date of birth: December 1931) 
Informant G (date of birth: November 1933) 

The vowel pronounced as a: in [I] and [2], is pronounced as i: or a: 
depending on the word in [3]. Word examples with i: are given in Diagram 3 
and is equivalent to a first-class type from the classification by Hattori et al. 
(1981). There are many examples of the pronunciation a: as shown in Diagram 
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4. If one considers the above situation, one can say that the pronunciation i: 
appears in basic words learnt while still a child, whereas words learnt after
wards appear with the pronunciation a:. This situation is apparent with the 
speaker Mrs. W (date of birth: November 1944) in Hattori et al. (1981). 
However, in the case of Mrs. W in words learnt after childhood J:, not a:, 
appears. 13) 

Diagram3 
Mod K "meaning" A-D E 

koji "beggar" ki:d3i, 

ka:d3i 

J 
ki:d3i, 

kJ:d3i 

K L M N 0 

i: i: J: J:,i: J: 

kojinmar "a lie" ka:d3inmal ki:d3inmal ki:d3immal, ki:d3inmal, i: i:,J: J: J:,i: J: 

kJ:d3inmal 

orun "an adult" 

kkom "chewing gum" k2a:m 

hon-got "an old thing" ha:ngJt 

hong-gop "cloth" ha:IJgJp 

ongdeng-i "bottom" a:IJdeIJi 

myong "life (span)" 

kolsang "seat" 

chohui "we" 

i:rin 

k2i:m 

hi:ngJt 

hi:l)gJp 

i:IJdeIJi 

mja:IJ 

i:rin, a:rin i:rin, J:rin i: a: J: J:,i: J: 

k2im,k2Jm 

hingJt 

haIJgJp 

iIJdeIJi 

mja:IJ 

ki:1s2aIJ, 

ka:1s2aIJ 

tfai 

k2Jm 

ha:ngJt 

hJIJ9JP 

JIJdeIJi 

mjJIJ, 

mjaIJ 

kJ1s2aIJ 

i: i,J J: J,i J: 

i: J: J,i J: 

i: i,J J: J,i J 

i,J J J,i J 

i: a: a J J 

i,J J J J 

Informant E was born in the Japanese colonial era when there was almost 
no Korean language education in schools and thus there is little possibility of 
influence from the written language and there is no apparent analogical change 
with in the conjugation of declinable words. This is probably because E learnt 
the words which were pronounced as a: (I will call these as "a: form" below) 
from people older than himself. If one simply takes a superficial view of this 
phenomenon it appears that the change of a: to i: occurred in only a very few 
words and that with the niaj ority of words no change occurred. However, if 
one considers the process involved in acquiring vocabulary, it is probable that 
the first words learnt through oral speech exhibit the change of a: to i: whereas 
there was some factor preventing the change in those vocabularies learnt at a 
later period. Thus, one can view this factor as being due to the interference of 
the language of the older generation that, at that time, employed the vowel a: to 
a much greater extent. 

For both informants F and G, although there are several differences in pro
nunciation for each word in relation to a: in [ 1] and [2], taking a general 
overview, these informants show approximately the same pronunciation as with 
informant E. That is to say that, i: is apparent in basic vocabulary and in other 
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vocabulary they accepted the pronunciation a: due to the influence of the lan
guage of the older generation. However, it should be noted that there is an 
increase in examples where length is lost in an environment which favour short
ening. 

Regarding the open-close range of front vowels, as for E, ae has a tendency 
to be pronounced in a slightly more close fashion in word-initial syllables and 
thus there is no distinction between na-ege L-}Olllll [ne:ge] "to me/for me" and 
no-ege t;J Oll lll [ ne:ge] "to you/for you", as well as, bae 1:1R [pe] and be l:Jll [pe]. 
When one made him pronounce the written forms ae and e separately, pronun
ciation was exactly the same i.e. the vowel [e] (cf. Umeda 1995). One must con
clude that it is because of reasons such as this that the distinction has been lost. 
Despite the fact that E is relatively older, the fact that the open-close contrast in 
front vowels has already been lost is slightly unexpected. However, one can 
consider this as a difference in class and region because E has the inter-marital 
relationship with H's family. On the other hand, it is apparent that informants 
F and G have maintained the open-close opposition within word-initial front 
vowels. 

[ 4] Informant H ( date of birth: March 1936) 
Informantl (date of birth:January 1940) 

In relation to the neutral vowel a, there is a roughly similar situation to that 
of [3], but in the vocabulary which informant E pronounced with i:, the a: form 
has come to coexist with the i: form. An example from informant I has been 
represented in Diagram 4. As for the distinction between the forms i: and a: in 
I's speech, the i: form is used in situations when talking informally with friends 
and family whereas the a: form is employed as a way to preserve social status. 
There is no fundamental distinction in the open-close range of front vowels ( cf. 
Umeda 1995). 

Diagram4 
Mod K "meaning" A D E I J K L M N p R 

pyong "illness" pja:IJ /,; /,; /,; /,; /,; /,; /,; ::> /,; /,; 

sonmul "gift" sa:nmul /,; /,; /,; /,; /,; /,; /,; ::> /,; /,; 

chon-gi "electricity" tfa:ngi /,; /,; i:,a: /,; i: i:,a: a: ::>: ::> /,; 

sol "New Year" sa:l /,; /,; /,; ::>:,a: a: i: a: ::>: ::> /,; 

kon-gang "health" ka:ngaIJ /,; /,; i:,a: ::> i: a: ::>: /,; ::> /,; 

konmul "building" ka:nmul /,; /,; i:,a: ::> i: a a: ::>: ::> /,; 

chonhwa "phone" tfa:nwa /,; /,; /,; ::> a: /,; a: ::>: ::> /,; 

chongmal "true" tf a:IJmal /,; /,; i,a ::> a a: ::> i,::> ::> 
yonae "love" ja:ne /,; /,; /,; /,; a:,::>: a: /,; ::>: ::> /,; 

chomsim "lunch" tfa:mjlm /,; /,; /,; /,; /,; a a: ::> i,::> ::> 
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Mod K "meaning" A D E I J K L M 

korae "stock exchange" kJ:re 'l 'l 'l :)! J! :) J! 
honsin "devotion" hJ:nj1n 'l 'l 'l :) J! 'l 'l 

hyondae "the present" hjJ:nde 'l 'l 'l 'l 'l J J! 
kyongch'al "police" kjJ!I)t_fhal 'l 'l 'l :) J! J J! 

[5] lnformantj (date of birth: October 1943) 
Informant K ( date of birth: February 1945) 
Informant L (date of birth: April 1951) 
Informant M (date of birth: September 1953) 

105 

N p R 

::>! :) 'l 

:) 'l 'l 

:) 'l 'l 

:) 'l 'l 

At this stage examples appear of pronunciation of::>! in addition to i: and J! 
for the neutral vowel J (cf. Diagram 3 and 4). 

If one examines the case of informant], there are instances of, 
1 - the form i: or J! 
2 - the J! form (not many examples, and in cases where the speaker is con

scious of the written form, there is also the::,: form) 
3 - only the ::>! form 
Examples with the coexistent forms :i! and J! are basic vocabulary shown in 

Diagram 3. Vocabulary where only the::,: form appears as in [j::>IJW::>n] (yong
won ~ ~ "eternity"), [s::>:IJin] (song-in "'a~ "a saint"), [bae (korae ~ i!.ll "stock 
exchange") and so on, can be considered as 'difficult' vocabulary acquired 
through the written language after reaching adulthood. For remaining vocabu
lary the pronunciation J! appears. In other words, for the informant J the forms 
i: and J! have been inherited from the older generation, but in words learnt 
through the written form the form /::>:/ has been adopted. One can consider 
this as influence of the written language. In addition, it seems there is a correc
tion process taking place in response to the contradicting written form of words 
with the i: form (written as the same hangul letter for /=>/) and, consequently in 
such vocabulary the ::>! form also exists. In informal situations the i: form is pre
sent whereas the form ::>! is used in situations where there is specific awareness 
of the written form. 

In the case of informant K, the i: form appears in a slightly wider range of 
vocabulary including words from Diagram 4. For the remaining vocabulary 
the pronunciation J! is used. However, in an extremely limited group of words 
such as [j::>:ne ~ jJ:ne] (yonae <t! 0~ "love"), [tf::>:nd3eIJ ~ tJJmd3eIJ] (chonjaeng 
~ AJ "war") the ::>! form is used. Speaker K employs the i: form to a great extent. 
One of the possible reasons for the few cases of the ::>! form is due to the person
al circumstances of the informant whereby she married soon after graduating 
from university and thus had little opportunity to be influenced by the stan
dards of society. 
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In the case of informant L as shown in vocabulary from Diagram 3, in rela

tion to the form adopted for the vowel d:, the i: form was used during childhood 
whereas, presently, the ::>: form is commonly used. In other vocabulary the d: 

form is usually used, but in vocabulary acquired through the written language 
the ::>: form is used. Furthermore, the analogical change of verb-stem vowel d: 

to ::>: (before consonant-suffix) occurred in the conjugation of declinable words. 
In the case of informant M, only d: and ::>: are present with no i: form in 

relation to the pronunciation adopted for the vowel d:. In other words, with 

almost all the vowels in the vocabulary in Diagram 3 are substituted with ::>: due 
to influence of the written language. 

The open-close distinction for front vowels is maintained in the speech of 

informants K and M, whereas it has been lost for both informants J and L. 
Furthermore, although the length contrast is still present at this stage, there are 

many instances of insufficient length resulting in vowels of semi-long duration. 

[6] Informant N (date of birth: March 1958) 
Informant O (date of birth: March 1962) 

At this stage only ::>: and i: are pronunciations adopted for the vowel d: and 
there is no use of the d: form. In relation to the vocabulary shown in Diagram 

3, informant N employed i: during junior high school but presently employs 
the ::>: form whereas, informant O mainly pronounces the ::>: form. In other 

cases that all the older speakers pronounce the d: form he adopts ::>: ( cf. 

Diagram 3). In addition, it is shown as [::>:] but, more specifically, is a slightly 

closer, slightly more front, open-mid un-rounded back vowel [A] and occasional
ly sounds like a vowel between that of[=>] and [d]. For both informants analogi
cal change occurred in conjugated declined words (yolda ~ tj- "to open" 
[j::>:nda, j::>:lmj::>n, j::>ns::> ]). 

Both N and O maintain the open-close distinction of front vowels in word
initial syllables. 

In terms of the quantity of vowels, there are an increasing number of exam

ples of vowel shortening and in case where length has been maintained it is 
becoming more and more difficult to make a distinction between long and 
short vowels because of insufficient length of long vowel. 

[7] InformantP (date ofbirth:January 1963) 
Informant Q ( date of birth: September 1963) 
Informant R (date ofbirth:July 1964) 

For the vowel d:, as shown in the examples in Diagram 4, P used the i form 
during childhood but now generally employs the ::> form. All other examples 
indicate the pronunciation ::>. Informants Q and R pronounce all examples 
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with::>. Furthermore, although the vowel is broadly transcribed by[=>], in actual 
fact the pronunciation is more front and slightly closer, mid-open un-rounded 
vowel k~] 

All three informants have lost the open-close distinction of front vowels. 
As for the quantity, vowels may become phonetically longer in duration 

(becoming approximately semi-long) depending on the environment, but dura
tion is irregular and not consistent even with the same word. Consequently, it 
is apparent that the contrast in vowel duration has been lost phonemically. 

4. The diachronic change of vowels 

In section 3, I examined the vowel system of Seoul dialect in relation to 
each generation. As a result of this I have not only been able to clarify the rela
tionship between the vowel system of the present-day Seoul dialect and the gen
eration of the speaker, but also have been able to more or less follow the 
process of change of the system through the different generations. 

The process of change of the vowel which correspond to the rising pitch
accented vowel e of Middle Korean can be summarized as follows: 

[1] and [2]: The vowel d! appears in the speech of A, B, C and D. 
[3]: E exhibits the phonemic change of di to ii and also it could be roughly true 
with the case of F and G. This is limited to vocabulary acquired during child
hood ( cf. Diagram 3) and all other cases exhibit the di form as acquired from 
the older generation. This is considered as interference of the language of the 
older generation. 
[4]: At this stage, in the vocabulary pronounced with ii developed from di in E's 
speech, examples pronounced with di have been increased and exist alongside 
with ones pronounced with i:. This is considered as interference of the lan
guage of the older generation. In addition, there is also an increase in case of 
length reduction with di in certain environments where vowel is apt to be short. 
[ 5]: At this stage we can find examples which are pronounced with ::>:, besides 
with ii and d:, as for pronunciation adopted for di. That is to say that while i: 

and d! have each been inherited from the older generation, in so-called 'diffi
cult' vocabulary the pronunciation ::>: comes to exist due to interference from 
the written language. On the other hand, there are factors working to amend 
the contradiction in the written form of vocabulary including the i: form, such 
that pronunciation of::>: also comes to exist. 
[6]: Due to interference of the written language and analogical change in conju
gated declinable words, d! has disappeared and been substituted by ::>:. The i: 
form is being used less or is not employed at all due to the contradiction in the 
written form. 
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[7]: Here:,: changes to A phonetically. Contrast in vowel duration is also lost. 

The above processes of change are shown in Diagram 5. Phonemic 
changes are shown by solid lines, and changes due to interference of the writ

ten language, language of the elderly, and analogy are shown with dotted lines. 

Diagram5 
[ 1 ][2) [3) [4) [5) [6] [7] 

a: i: i: i: - - --_:;:,. 
----;;> :,: :,: A 

--~ -~ -----?' ---7' a: a: a: 

Diachronic vowel-changes appear with each generation very gradually, 

with the influence of the older generation working against the change as well as 
the influence of the written language and analogy causing the change in anoth

er direction. 
This is probably the reason why the different vowel systems can coexist at 

the same period within the same language society. 
Furthermore, in clarifying the process of change an important point to 

note is that one was able to grasp the actual situation of change through a sepa
ration of the spoken language from the written language. In particular in the 
case of Kanji morphemes, it is not the case that the same Kanji are always 

employed in exactly the same way and it is necessary to take into account the 
degree to which the word, which that Kanji appears in, is basic or not. 

The open-close contrast in front vowels is clearly distinguished in word-ini

tial syllables in the case of [ 1] and [2]. For non-word-initial syllables, the distinc
tion has already been lost in this stage. However, at a morpheme-boundary, 

there are examples of a second morpheme whereby open vowel appears in the 
pronunciation of words which are semantically significant, but only closed 
vowel appears when they are pronounced within a phrase. In the stages follow

ing [2] people who lose this distinction start to appear. E in [3], Hand I in [4] 
and J and L in [ 5] do not have this distinction at all. What is interesting is that 
all of these informants are relatives of the informant H. M in [ 5] and both N 
and O in [ 6] maintain this distinction, but the distinction is completely lost for 

the informants P, Q and R in [7]. 
Through the above processes the system comprising nine vowels, each 

with contrasting duration changed to a simple system comprising only seven 
short vowels. 
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Notes 

1) Lee Ki-mun (1974, 1998), Nam Kwang-u (1984), Lee Hyon-bok (1989) etc. 
2) Lee Sug-jae (1993), Lee Ik-sop et al. (1997) etc. The Hangul letters in the diagram are shown 

with IP A symbols. 
3) Lee Hyon-bok (1971b, 1989), Lee Sung-jae (1993), Yu Man-gun (1977a), Nam Kwang-u 

(1984), Nam et al. (1984), KBS(1993) etc. Lee Pyong-gun (1971) explains the difference 
between this vowel and o as being due to the presence or not of lip-rounding. Kim & 
Fujisaki ( 197 4) also gave similar explanations in the diagram of vowel system based on an 
analysis of the control of the jaw, tongue and lip movements. 

4) cf. Umeda (1957) 
5) cf. Umeda (1983: p. 7 4f.) for a more detailed explanation of the proof for lip-rounding. 
6) Middle Korean is shown by Roman transliteration according to Kono ( 194 7) and Modem 

Korean according to Kukrip Kugoyon'guwon (1995). 
7) The author read a paper on Korean vowels at a meeting of Dae-Dong Munhwa Research 

Institute, Song'gyun'gwan University held at April 29th, 1992. On this occasion the only pro
fessor who agreed with the author's phonemic interpretation was Professor Yu Man-gun. 

8) A different explanation is given on page 29 of Lee Hyon-bok (1993). 
9) cf. Kono (1955), Umeda (1957), Lee Ki-mun (1974, 1998), Nam Kwang-u et al. (1984), KBS 

(1993), Lee Ik-sop et al. (1997) etc. Examples of words exhibiting the opposition of length 
for each vowels can be found in Hattori et al. ( 1981). 

10) This research was carried out together with Professor Tamotsu Nakamura (Professor 
Emeritus, Tohoku University) and Professor Dong:Jun Kim (Professor Emeritus, Kanda 
University of International Studies). But, the author is wholly responsible for the analysis 
itself. This research was supported by a research grant from the Monbusho International 
Scientific Research Program (Project Number 63041014, 1988-1989). 

11) cf., Hangul Hakhoi (1992), Nam Gwang-u et al. (1984) etc. 
12) As stated in the previous chapter, the vowel in yol ~ "ten" became long by analogy with the 

fact that all numerals from 1 to 9 are of two morae, and kkomon 7Jj it! "black" is emphatic 
form. 

13) d: changes phonemically to i: and has been influenced at various levels by the written lan
guage. The differences in pronunciation are dependent on the degree of colloquialism of the 
words. For convenience these are divided into three classes. 
First class: d: appears as i: in Mrs. W's speech as in the cases the vocabulary has been 
acquired by word of mouth before study of the written language took place. Second class: In 
the speech of Mrs. W there are the i: form and the d: form. It is possible to divide further 
into 3 classes according to the circumstances of use of these forms: 1- In informal daily con
versations the i: form is used to a great extent, but in written-style expressions the :): form is 
also used. 2- It appears that the :): form has entered through the written language but present
ly is used together and to the same extent as the i: form. 3- The :): form is used to a great 
extent. Third class: Sole use of the :): form as in the speech of Mrs. W. 


